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Hence Caesar's astronomer, Sosogenes, was so much out in his 
reckoning; but the people doubtless did not observe it, sup
posing that the new undertaking was begun with the new 
moon, in accordance with their superstitions. 

No. 12 gave the results of observations from 1831 to 1895, 
on K Comae, from which it is evident that the period of this 
star, which was formerly 361 days, has become 365 days; and 
that, if the period continues to lengthen, the maxima will soon 
cease to be observable. If, however, we adopt a sine formula, 
equally well representing all the observations, we find that 
the period will shorten, bringing the maximum periods out of 
the twilight and rendering them observable. But if the period 
should continue to lengthen, the maximum will not be visible 
again for many years. Either of these theories accords per
fectly well with recorded observations; but the former, de
pending as it does on the sine formula, seems now the more 
probable. 

The next annual meeting of the Association will be held at 
Buffalo. Instead of beginning in the middle of the week, as 
has been the custom during the past few years, the sessions 
will begin on Monday and continue until Friday night. No 
excursions are to be given until after the close of the 
meeting. The President for the ensuing year will be E. D. 
Cope, of Philadelphia. 

The officers of Section A for 1896 are as follows: Vice-
President, W. E. Story, of Worcester, Mass., and Secretary, 
E. B. Frost, Hanover, N. H. LEVI L. CODANT. 

WORCESTER, MASS. , September 14, 1895. 

ON THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF 
CERTAIN SYSTEMS OF CONICS.* 

BY MR. R. A. ROBERTS. 

Iisr a few cases certain systems of curves can be represented 
very simply by differential equations of the first order. The 
latter, since they do not involve the parameter, give readily 
the tangents to curves of the system, at an arbitrary point 
of space or of the surface to which the curves are confined. 
Hence certain loci connected with the system and various 
properties of the curves can be obtained without having re
course to the integral. A remarkable example of this is to 
be found in the case of the geodesies on a quadric, all whose 

* Read before the AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY at its Second 
Summer Meeting, Springfield, Mass., August 28, 1895. 
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properties are obtained by means of the differential equation 
of the first order, without having recourse to the transcen
dental final integral. 

A short review of the kind of differential equations that I 
propose to investigate may be of interest. 

Considering the complex variable z1 = x -f- iy9 z7 = x — iy 
in a plane, we have several remarkable systems comprised in 
the form 

0 0 0 * 1 + 0(*,)<fe. = 0. 
Thus 

zx zq 

represents concentric circles and their radii; 

dz, . dza 

^ a - o x ^ 2 - o 
= 0 

represents confocal conies, the property that the tangents bi
sect the angle between the focal radii immediately following 
from this equation; 

~VËX 

represents confocal Cartesian ovals, where 

and 
Z-- = ( * -

mdz, 

a){z - b)(z - c); 

± ^ = 0 

represents confocal bicircular quartics, if Zx and ÜT2 are bi
quadratic functions of zx9 z^ respectively, whose roots are 
homographically connected, and m, n are special functions 
of the roots. These results were, I believe, first noticed by 
Darboux. 

Further, I may notice that 

where Z= (z — a)(z — b) (z — c) represents a system of curves 
of the sixth order, such that the three of the system passing 
through a given point cut at angles of 120°. I have investi
gated several properties of this system in an article contrib
uted to vol. 15 of the Messenger of Mathematics. 
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Other remarkable differential equations are those of sys
tems of lines in elliptic co-ordinates; namely, if p, q are the 
roots of 

^ . + _£_- ! 
a + p b+p 

then 
dp , dq 

V{(a + p)(b+p)(a +p)\ I
1 / ( ( « + q)(b + q)(a + q)\ 

represents all the lines touching the conic p + a = 0; and 
further, if p, q, r are the roots of 

a -\-p b + p c + p 
then 

>< dp = 0 

V{(a + P)(à+P)(c + P)(<x + P)(<x'+P)\ ' 
2 Pdp _ 0 

Vi(" + PW+pKc+p){* + p)(a'+p)} V' 

represent all the lines touching the two confocals p + a = 0, 
p -f a' = 0. 

The latter equations involve the first class of hyperelliptic 
integrals, and thus demonstrate the fact of equivalent alge
braic relations. These equations, originally due to Liouville, 
were seen by Haedenkamp to hold for n dimensions. The 
latter thus deduced the algebraic integrals of the whole class 
of hyperelliptic integrals. 

Another system of differential equations may be found by 
using the parameters of the two tangents drawn from a point 
to a conic as co-ordinates. Thus if /^, JU2 are the roots of 
}fx — 2/ÂZ -\- y = 0, a tangent of z2— xy = 0, 

dMr ± djx^ _ 0^ 

VM1 VM% 

where M= (/i — a)(pi — b)(/A — c)(ja — d), represents the sys
tem of conies touching the four tangents of z*—xy~0, 
whose parameters are a, b, c, d. Darboux has made an ex
tensive use of this kind of co-ordinates. 

Now I propose to consider here a few forms of differential 
equations, similar to those just given, which represent systems 
of conies both in a plane and in space. 

First of all, in a plane, I consider the three systems of 
conies having double contact with two fixed conies. Let the 
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latter be referred to their common self-conjugate triangle, 
and let us consider the system of conies (touching four fixed 
lines) 

*> = ZÏ-P+S$Ï + ÏT-P = 0; (1) 

then if p, q are the roots of this equation, the differential 
equation 

dp . dg A / o \ 

represents a system of conies having double contact with the 
conies obtained by putting a + p = 0 and a'-j-p = 0 in (1). 
For, by the theory of elliptic functions, the integral of the 
equation can be written as a linear relation between any 
three of the quantities \/{(a + p)(a + q)\, i/{(b+p)(b + q)\, 
\/{{a •+ p)(a -j- q)}, \/\(a' +p)(a' + q)} ; but the first two 
of these quantities are proportional to x, y, respectively, and 
the last two to V Ua and VüJ. Thus we get the equivalent 
equations 

lx + my + nVUa = 0, 

Vx + m'y + nWUj= 0, 

which represent a conic having double contact with Ua and 
U*'y respectively. 

Again, by using the factors {b+p)(c+p) and (a+p)(c-j-p) 
successively, instead of (a-\-p)(b-\- p) in (2), we get the 
differential equations of the two other systems of conies. 

As a particular case of this result, suppose we consider the 
ordinary plane elliptic co-ordinates, viz., those determined by 

then 
^f dv 

i/[(/u* - c£l){uil - a'*)] * 4/O 2 - v*)(a'> _ r2)] = U' 
dju dv 

= 0, yl^i _ a*)(ti* - a'*)(/i* - e2)]"" y[(a> - r*)(r* - a'*)(c*- V2)] 
MdM vdv 

y[0u* - a2)(,u2 - a/2)(,u2 - c2)] * y[(a* - y*)(v* - a'»)(c>-- r2)] ' 

(3) 

represent the three systems of conies having double contact 
with two conf ocal conies. 
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If we make a' = oo, which corresponds to the two imagi
nary points at infinity, we get 

dix L dv __ 

jxdfA vdv ___ 

4/;(/ia - a*)W - c')} -1- V\{a* - v')(c* - r*)} 

(4) 

as the differential equations of the two systems of circles hav
ing double contact with the conic }x = a. The third equation 
gives in the same case the system of tangents to ja = a. 

Proceeding now to the three dimensions, let us consider the 
system of quadrics (inscribed in the same developable) 

x2
 Î/2 z2 it 

ur = - ^ + V+^ + ï^> + dTï> = 0; (5) 

then, if p, q, r are the roots of this equation, 

3. dp 
4W«+J0(*+P)(* + P)(«+P)(«'+J»)K'+P)} 

= 0, 

' V\{a+p)(b+ p)(c+p)(a+p)(a'+p)(a"+p)} 
= 0, 

(6) 

represents a conic having double contact with the three 
quadrics Ua, Ua', U*"9 for by the theory of the first class of 
hyperelliptic integrals the integrals can be expressed as linear 
relations between any three of the six quantities 

V{(a + P)(a+9)(a + r)}> ^l{a ~P)(a - 9)(<* - r))> 
V{(^ + P)(o + q){c+r)U V{(«'-P)(«'-<!)(«'-r)}, 
tfl{b+p)(b + q)(b + r)}, V{{""-p)(«"-q){«"-r)\. 

Now the first three of these are proportional to x, y, z, re
spectively, and the three last are proportional to V Ua, V Ua', 
V Ua". Thus we get 

lx + my + nz = 0, 
l'x + m'y + n'Vuà=0, 

l"x + m" y + n"VUa' = 0, 
l't'x + m»'y + n'"VU«" = 0, 

and these equations obviously represent a conic having double 
contact with the quadrics Ua, Ua', Ua". 

Again, by interchanging the constants a, b, c, d we obtain 
three other systems similar to (6). 
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Thus we have demonstrated that there are four different 
systems of conies that can be described to have double con
tact with three quadrics inscribed in the same developable. 

As confocal quadrics are of this kind, their equations being 
of the form 

a + p b -\- p c -\-p 

we obtain the differential equations of conies described to 
have double contact with three confocal quadrics by making 
p = oo in the three equations similar to (6), each of which 
involves d. 

As a special case, suppose a" = GO , which corresponds to 
the imaginary circle at infinity: then the conies become circles 
having double contact with two confocal quadrics. 

JSTow equations (6) in this case become simply the differen
tial equations of lines touching the two confocals, but the 
three similar equations give those of the derived systems, 
viz. : 

dp 

Vi(a + p)(b+p)(a + p)(^+p)} 
g P^P 
V i (« + p)(*> +P)(" + P){<*' + P)} 

= 0, 

= 0, 

and the two other similar equations obtained by interchang
ing a, b, c. Thus there are three systems of circles which 
can be described to have double contact with two confocal 
quadrics. Furthermore, either of these quadrics can degen
erate to a focal conic. Thus, for instance, since p + a = 0, 
p -\- I = 0 give the two focal conies, we have 

^ ±àp _ 0 « ±pdp 
(a + P)(b +p) ' {a +p)(b +p) ~ U> 

(<*+p)V\(b+p)(c+p)\ ' (a+p)V\(Hp)(o+p)} ' 
d%) K)d*D 

2(b+p)Y{(<i+P)(c+P)\=0' 2(b+p)Yi(a+pj(c+ïï~r0; 

as the differential equations of circles described to intersect 
twice each of the two focal conies. 

In each of the preceding equations we have dp : dq : dr 
— A : ± B : ± (7, say; that is, there are, in consequence of 
the double signs, four tangents to the curves of the system 
that pass through a given point. Thus there are four curves 
of the system that pass through a point, and from the differ-
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ential equations we can find properties of these curves, and 
loci connected with their intersection. Thus in elliptic co
ordinates, the normals to the confocal quadrics being at right 
angles to each other, it follows that the tangents to the four 
conies of the aforementioned systems that pass through a 
point are equally inclined to the normal of one of the quad
rics; that is, if a, /?, y are the angles which one of the tan
gents makes with the normals of the confocal quadrics, we 
shall have cos a, cos fi, cos y respectively proportional to 
A, ± piy ± vy say, for the tangents of the four conies of the 
system. Hence, if two of the conies should cut at right 
angles, we should have À2 -f- / / = v*, from which we can 
derive the equation of the locus in elliptic co-ordinates. 

I now proceed to consider the problem : to find the differ
ential equations of the system of conies touching six fixed 
planes in space. 

Now there is a definite unique twisted curve of the third 
degree which may be described to osculate the six fixed 
planes. Hence, since an osculating plane of the twisted 
cubic can be written in the form 

Xp = p%x + py + M* + u = 0, 

it follows that the six planes can be obtained by substituting 
six quantities ax9 a^y a9, aA, a6, a6 in this equation in place 
of jx. Now let us consider the differential equations 

where the summation refers to the parameters [xl9 /i9, JÂ of 
the three osculating planes which can be drawn through a 
point, and 

Jf = (/i - aJO* - a,){/A. - «,)(/* - a4)(M - a§)(/i - at). 

Then, by the theory of the first class of hyperelliptic inte
grals, we have as the integrals a series of linear relations con
necting the six quantities 

But, from the equation of the osculating plane, the expres
sion {ax — pù(a\ ~~ MÙ(ai ~" Mt) ig proportional to the oscu
lating plane corresponding to the parameter al9 and similarly 
for the other expressions. Thus we have linear relations con-
necting every three of the radicals VXax, VXai,..., VXa%\ 
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or we may take each of these proportional to px + Çj> 
P* + qj> • • -9 P6 + qj> where t is an arbitrary parameter. 
Hence we get 

\2rol=(p>+tfY, iXa.=(pt+gjy, •••> iXaMp>+qjy-
Now these equations obviously represent a curve of the sec

ond degree, viz., a conic section, touching the six planes Xax, 
Xa a , . . ., Xae. Consequently the differential equation (7) 
represents the system of conies described to touch the six 
planes. Since there are four values of the ratios dfix:d^:d^, 
it follows that there are four conies of the system passing 
through an arbitrary point of space. 

In a paper contributed to The Proceedings of the London 
Mathematical Society, vol. 18, p. 202, I showed that if certain 
conditions were satisfied a doubly infinite number of polygons 
could be circumscribed about two confocal quadrics so as to 
have their vertices on another confocal quadric. This result 
was obtained by means of the theory of the first class of 
hyperelliptic integrals. Similar reasoning could be employed 
in the case of the conies that I have been considering. Thus, 
under certain conditions, we could have an infinite number 
of curvilinear polygons formed by conies having double con
tact with two confocal quadrics and intersecting on another 
confocal quadric. There would also be infinite systems of 
curvilinear polygons in the other cases that I have inves
tigated. 

An interesting question arises in connection with the pre
ceding results, viz., as to the reality of the curves of the 
different systems. Thus, for instance, in the case of two 
confocal ellipses represented in elliptic co-ordinates by fx = a, 
ix = a'y the conies belonging to the system 

dj* , dv 

are not real, because }x must obviously lie between a and a', 
and thus (/*a- a') (//a - a'*) is negative, while {a? - r*) [an - r>) 
is positive. 

But the two other systems contain real conies, and in other 
cases there seem to be only two systems with real conies. 

A case, however, not already noticed, in which the three 
systems are real, deserves to be mentioned. One of the fixed 
conies is, however, imaginary, namely, the imaginary circle at 
infinity on a sphere. Consider the confocal cones 

x* y* __ z* 
/? + /*2 — b2 — & — ju*' 
xL _ y% — z' 
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intersecting the sphere x* + y2 + z* = 1 in confocal sphero-
conics; then the differencial equations 

dp , dv _ 0 

-*- . / ( / ^ a „#2 \ /«2 „„ax ) ^ 

•i(^9-» ,)(öf-/i ,)(^-a-)} ^ ^{(y-O^-v-Xa--^)} 
=0, 

represent the three systems of circles having double contact 
with the sphero-conic JA = a, and these it is easy to see from 
geometrical considerations are real. Circles of course may be 
considered as conies having double contact with jx = oo, or 
#2 + y* + 22 = 0. By projection then on a plane it would 
appear that we could have three real systems of conies having 
double contact with one real conic and one imaginary conic. 

It would be interesting also to consider the reality of the 
conies having double contact with three quadrics. For in
stance, it does not seem possible to have any real conies having 
real double contact with three confocal ellipsoids. But I 
must defer the consideration of this question to another 
opportunity. 

ASYMPTOTIC LINES ON A CIRCULAR RING.* 

BY PROFESSOR H. MASCHKE. 

T H E equation of the asymptotic lines of a tore as well as 
the expression of the length of the arc of these curves leads 
to elliptic functions. The formulas appear in a remarkably 
simple form, f 

Assuming the radius G A of the rotating circle = 1, and de
noting the distance GO of its centre from the axis of rotation 
by À, the tore is represented by these equations: 

x = v cos u, y = v sin u9 z = Vl — (v — A)8, 

* Read before the AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY at its Second 
Summer Meeting, Springfield, Mass., August 28, 1895. 

11 have not found any literature with regard to this subject except
ing a short notice in the Fortschrüte der Mathematik, 1889, page 765, 
where reference is made to T. MOTODA," Asymptotic lines on a circular 
ring," Tokio Math. Soc, vol. 4, 217-219, a paper which has been inacces
sible to me. 


